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Careful selection of raw materials.
Systematic control of the entire production process.
Search for the best packaging materials.
These are the secrets that make products
Unika Make Up something unique
and superior quality.
Innovative colors and textures make
makeup time a unique and inimitable experience.
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“Made in Italy” Excellence

Bio & Mineral

Unika Make-up Milano by
Sorgenta is a product "Made
in Italy" at the forefront, thus
giving the consumer the
safety of a tested and quality
product in full compliance
with the dermatological
safety and presence of heavy
metals, according to the
safety standards established
by the international
community. The raw
materials are
dermatologically tested and
guaranteed. with a constant
quality control of the
products, and a careful
selection in all the production
phases.

Bio products consist of raw
materials of biological origin.
Mostly powdered or compact
products, thanks to their
particular texture they give a
perfect result in total respect
of the skin, even if sensitive
or prone to imperfections.
The pigments and micas
used being naturally derived,
are hypoallergenic, with
tolerability for the skin. The
very low particle size allows
the product to adhere
perfectly to the epidermis,
making it light to apply.

EYES EYESHADOW PIGMENTS

€ 9,99

Free Pigments

COD. PIG-01

COD. PIG-02

COD. PIG-03

COD.: PIG-04

COD.: PIG-05

COD.: PIG-06

COD.: PIG-07

COD: PIG-08

COD.: PIG-09

Free pigments with an
intense color, intensely
reflective and finely ground.
They create elegant glitter
effects with very bright
colors, thanks to the pearl
colored powder. The free
pigments can be used in
many different ways:
as an eyeshadow they give a
glamorous eye make-up, as
an illuminator on the
eyeshadow they create
refined accents. The colors
can be applied individually
or mixed together.
The fine consistency makes
it easy to apply and blend.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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EYES EYE SHADOWS Compact

€ 8,99

OMB-001

OMB-002

OMB-003

OMB-004

OMB-005

OMB-006

OMB-007

OMB-008

OMB-009

OMB-010

OMB-011

OMB-012

Eye Shadow Compact
With the aim of formulating
products with strictly
selected raw materials, this
line of products is born,
suitable even for the most
sensitive skin.
High pigmentation
and writing, excellent
spreadability, high resistance
and particular and elegant
shades.
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Luminous finish, thanks to
the presence of treated
pearls, which are mixed
with a satin color for an
effect of light and
reflections.
Compact eyeshadows
have different ranges
of color but they are
united by a soft and silky
texture.

Its formula enriched with
aloe vera, sweet almond
oil and vitamin E makes it
possible to achieve high
softness and hydration.
Thanks to an extremely
thin and incredibly
adherent film, it has
excellent hold and
intensity.

EYES EYESHADOWs

€ 12,99

Eyeshadow
Palette Shimmer
PAL-OMB-01

Unika eyeshadow
palettes remain flawless
on the eyelids, without
ever entering the creases
even without primer, for
up to 12 hours. They are
very easy to blend, the
ultra compact packaging
makes them perfect to
take with you on any
occasion.

PAL-OMB-02

PAL-OMB-03

PAL-OMB-04

PAL-OCH

€ 29,99

Eyeshadow Smokey Palette
PAL-OMB-EYESH

€ 38,99

Eyeshadow Palette 12 Eyeshadows.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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EYES

€ 11,99

Mascara Eyebrow
Its Cream-Gel
Formula defines and
colors the eyebrows
effortlessly,
controlling them
and giving them
shape. The presence
of provitamin B5
helps the eyebrows
to strengthen and
take a well-defined
turn.

41EYEBR547

Shadow Earth
Natural
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41EYEBR549

Shadow Earth
Burnt

41EYEBR550

Sienna Earth
Natural

41EYEBR548

Sienna Earth
Burnt

EYES Mascara /Dangerous Volume

COD. XVM-101

€ 17,99

Mascara XXL
Dangerous Volume
Extra thick, not weighted
lashes, intense black
color, with carbon black
pigment. Does not drip
and does not stain.

WPM-101

€ 13,99

Waterproof Mascara
You will have the
perfect companion
for summer and sport.
Waxes and pigments
impermeable to water,
humidity and tears,
therefore it does not
melt, does not drip and
does not stain.

ICM-101

€ 15,99

Mascara Intense
Curvature
The particular soft and
creamy texture with
plant extracts gives the
lashes a perfect curve, in
all their length

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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EYES FLUIDS / Eye Liner

COD.: EYL

€ 14,99
Eyeliner

The high tech formula
enhances the
appearance of the
lashes allowing

the immediate definition
of a liquid eyeliner with
a simple step!

EYES FLUIDs / Ink Liner

COD.: INL

€ 14,99
Inkliner

The extreme creaminess
of this product, its quick
drying, make its
application very simple.
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It can be applied
alone, on the pencil
or on the eyeshadow.
Easy to apply: unlike
classic eyeliner, you
don't need a steady
hand for its
application.

EYES

/ Pencil

€ 9,15
Eye Pencil

Enhance the shape of your eyes
and light up your gaze with the
eye pencil, the top product to
enhance and place this element of
the face at the center of attention.
Outline defined strokes and
intense or create multiple shades,
use black pencil or dare with
colored ones. Choose them to
create a touch of shaded color, as
a base for the eyeshadow, as a
shading along the lower lid or as a
defined eyeliner: they will surprise
you with their ease of use, the
intensity of the color and the
extreme durability
MO-15

MO-16

MO-17

MO-15

MO-15

EYES eyebrows/ Pencil

€ 9,15

Eyebrow Pencil
Wax pencil to draw and fill in
the eyebrows.
The tone-on-tone color blends
perfectly with the natural color
of the eyebrows. A long-lasting
pencil that defines and
disciplines the shape of the
eyebrows. Two products in one
for an impeccable line: a soft
and precise lead to draw the
curve of the eyebrows
And a disciplinary comb.
Eyebrow make-up has never
been easier.

001-14

002-11

003-13

004-12

2952

2350

2951

2953

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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LIPS

LIPS Simply Nude Lipstick / 4 ml

€ 11,99

Simply Nude
Lipstick

L’innovativa texture “mattcremosa” scivola
corposamente sulle
labbra, definendone i
profili e creando un film
vellutato e morbido.
Una formula ultra-leggera,
che non secca le labbra
e non sbava per un
comfort straordinario.
Colori pigmentati e coprenti
in una sola applicazione per
labbra sublimi,
naturalmente nude.
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SNL-102

SNL-106

SNL-107

SNL-108

LIPS matte Lipstick / 4 ml
COD. CML-101

€ 14,99

Colorful Matte Lipstick
Dall’impegno di formulare
prodotti con materie
prime rigorosamente
selezionate
al fine di minimizzare i
rischi di allergia e
salvaguardare
anche le pelli più sensibili
nasce questo rossetto
dalla texture morbida e
leggera che si stende
come un velo sulle labbra
senza appesantirle.
I pigmenti contenuti
aderiscono
completamente
all’epidermide creando un
film invisibile che assicura
una buona durata.

CML-101

CML-102

CML-103

CML-104

CML-105

CML-106

LIPS Colorful Matte Lipstick Color / 4 ml

€ 14,99

Coloful Matte lipstick
Limited edition

CML-LE-01

CML-LE-02

CML-LE-03

CML-LE-04 CML-LE-05

CML-LE-06

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.

CML-LE-07

CML-LE-08
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LIPS LEVRES DE VELOURS / 3,5 ml
LDV-401

LDV-402

LDV-403

LDV-404

LDV-406

LDV-407

LDV-408
LDV-380

€ 15,99

Lèvres de Velours
lipgloss

durante tutto il giorno.
La quantità di pigmento
contenuta è davvero
stupefacente, dona una
sensazione avvolgente, che
non secca le labbra.

Formula altamente
tecnologica, grazie alla
quale non avrai nessuna
sbavatura del colore

LDV-513

LDV-379

LDV-516

La formula innovativa
garantisce alle perle
contenute in essa di
emergere in superfice,
donando alle nostre
nuance matt tutta la
luminosità possibile.

LIPS SHAKER LIQUID LIPSTICK

€ 11,99

Shaker Liquid
Lipstick
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SK01

SK02

SK03

SK04

SK05

LDV-389

lips VELVET LIPS / 4 ml
VL-511

VL-515

VL-522

VL-381

VL-514

VL-386

VL-384

VL-383 VL-387

€ 15,99
Velvet Lips

A high-hold and extremely
opaque matt lip color. It is
applied and spreads easily.
The sensation of softness is
immediate and comfortable:
it does not smudge, does not
stain and the intensity of the
color guarantees long wear.
It is an extremely versatile
product. Immediate drying
characterizes the no-transfer
effect and ensures that the
color on the lips can last for
a long time.

lips lip pencil

€ 8,54
Lip Pencil

1

2

3

4

5

2224

2220

2226

6

7

8

2221

2218

2920

9

10

A pencil designed to shape,
outline or fill in the lips.
Lip pencils have a creamy
and even texture, perfect
for enhancing lips or filling
them with color. They last
a long time and are
available in a wide
selection of colors, each of
which blends perfectly
with many shades of
lipstick.
Lip pencils also contain
vitamin E, which acts as an
anti-oxidant. Lip pencils can
be worn alone, with lipstick
or lipgloss.

2222

2225

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.

2219

2217
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lips Lip Cover

LIPCOV-01

LIPCOV-02

LIPCOV-03

LIPCOV-04

LIPCOV-05

€ 10,99

Lip Cover - Lip Paint
Moisturizing and
nourishing lipgloss with
moisturizing effect, for
a natural and
volumizing effect of the
lips. As an active
ingredient it has
hyaluronic acid which
allows the skin to obtain
its own natural
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hydration and elasticity.
It has a particular
formula with moisturizing
agents and pure
pigments. Easily
applicable it allows you to
cover lips in one stroke.

LIPCOV-06

LIPCOV-07

LIPCOV-018

LIPS Shiny Lipgloss

LIPG-01

LIPG-02

LIPG-03

LIPG-04

LIPG-05

LIPG-06

LIPG-07

LIPG-08

€ 10,99

Shiny Lipgloss
A wonderful lipgloss with a
surprising creaminess that
makes color, brilliance and
comfort its key points. It is
also a durable product but
at the same time a real
pamper for the lips. The
easy-to-apply, non-oily
texture, perfectly adherent
and modular in application,

without any sticky or heavy
sensation, coats the lips with
an extremely bright and
brilliant full color with a
flexible finish. Lips will
appear fuller and more
rounded, with an
extraordinary smoothness
effect that is age-proof and
cracked.

Active Ingredients:
Vitamin E: It is a vitamin
nutrient with a high
antioxidant power.
Hyaluronic Acid: moisturizing
and smoothing.
Aloe Vera: moisturizing.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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face

Face CREAM TO POWDER fOUNDATION / 30 ml

€ 21,99

Cream to Powder
Foundation
Thanks to a special
processing, it obtains a
homogeneous, silky and
covering base, which gives
the skin a transparent and
natural effect. The ultra-fine
powders, mixed with trace
minerals and silicones,
guarantee maximum
smoothness and ease of
application,
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CTP-396

CTP-397

leaving the skin as if
wrapped in a soft satin
veil: a feeling that lasts
all day.

CTP-399

CTP-400

It covers imperfections,
giving a smooth, velvety,
natural and flawless
appearance.Suitable even
for the most sensitive skin.

FACE FOUNDATION / Long lasting / 30 ml

€ 17,99

Foundation Matte 8h
Long Lasting
The peculiarity of this
product compared to a
normal fluid foundation
is its duration of 8 hours
on the skin, as it consists
of a long-lasting texture,
even in adverse weather
conditions. Made up of
special raw materials, it
allows the skin to always
be well hydrated and not
have the mask effect,
which is very often
unwanted.

FTF8H-101

FTF8H-102

FTF8H -103

FTF8H-104

Thanks to the micro-spheres of pigments it allows to
have a sensibly smooth skin and an even complexion.

FACE NATURAL EFFECT FLUID FOUNDATION / 35 ml

FTFEN-101

€ 17,99

Natural Effect Fluid
Foundation
A liquid foundation that
allows for flexible light

FTFEN-102

FTFEN-103

to medium coverage,
and a natural, flawless
finish. With Vit. E which
performs two
important functions:

FTFEN-104

at very low doses it
prevents oxidation and
at higher doses it has
an antioxidant action
for the skin.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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FACE BB CREAM / 30 ml
€ 29,99
BB Cream

Moisturizing, Nourishing and
smoothing the skin tone.
The skin is softer and silky to
the touch, similar to the "skin
of a newborn".
How to use: Pour a little BB
Cream on the palm of your
hand, remove it with a
sponge, dab it on the
forehead, chin and cheeks and
spread it evenly on both face
and neck.

UM-BBC1

UM-BBC2

UM-BBC3

FACE FOUNDATION SEDICIKAPPA / 30 ml

UM-FT16K1

UM-FT16K2

UM-FT16K3

UM-FT16K4

UM-FT16K5

UM-FT16K6

€ 34,99

SEDICIKAPPA Foundation
Uniform and natural
complexion, impeccable
coverage, so much so that it
is invisible to the naked eye
and 16K video cameras. A
professional product to
enhance and not weigh

18

down the skin of every
woman. How to use: Pour
a little SEDICIKAPPA
foundation on the palm of
your hand, pick it up with a
brush and spread it evenly

from the center of the face
outwards with upward
movements to go up
along the features.

FACE Foundation Stick /35 ml

€ 13,99

Stick Foundation
Foundation with a light and
non-greasy texture that
blends perfectly with the
skin and gives a flawless
velvety appearance. It comes
in a very easy to use stick.
Retinyl Palmitate is present,
which rapidly penetrates
through the skin and cell
membranes, resulting in an
increase in collagen
production, with an
improvement in the "support
structure" which gives tone
and elasticity to the skin.

SF-01

SF-02

SF-03

SF-04

Vitamin E and its esters have a high antioxidant activity
because they are able to dampen the reactivity of free
radicals, blocking the cascade of events that cause oxidative
stress that causes damage to skin cells.

FACE Foundation / 7 gr

FTC-101

€ 18,99

Precious Cake Foundation
A compact foundation that
protects the skin from

FTC-102

FTC-103

FTC-104

FTC-105

FTC-106

damage caused by external aggressions such as UV rays
and dry air. Water resistant, it guarantees long-lasting wear
and a natural finish while protecting the beauty of your
skin.

FACE hightlighter Stick

€ 15,99

Stick Hightlighter

Illuminates the areas of the
face by naturally capturing the
light to enhance the radiance
of the complexion. Rich in
reflections, the pearly shades
adapt perfectly to all
complexions. The creamy
texture with a powdery finish
blends perfectly with the skin,
to modulate the intensity of
the color

SH-01

according to your needs. A
handy and pocket-sized stick
format. Thanks to its

SH-02

SH-03

rounded shape, the product can be
applied directly to the areas of the
face to be illuminated.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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FACE Compact powder bronze /7g

BPC-101

€ 19,49

Bronzer Powder.
The bronzing powder with
an ultra-thin texture
adheres perfectly to the
face to release a delicate
tanning effect. The formula
contains micronized
powders to make the touch
impalpable.

BPC-102

BPC-103

It fades easily, does not stain
and lasts a long time. The
result is a natural and
luminous look: imperfections
are minimized thanks to the
light sublimating Soft Focus
powders and the lightness of
the texture that allow the
product to adhere perfectly
to the skin.

BPC-105

BPC-106

This product not only
guarantees a feeling of
comfort throughout the
day, but thanks to the sun
filters contained in it, it
carries out a protective
action against external
atmospheric agents.

FACE blush /Compact / 7 gr

BLC-101

€ 12,99

Compact Blush
The compact blush is
designed to give the
complexion a natural color
and suitable for all skin
types, even the most
sensitive.
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BLC-102

BLC-103

BLC-104

The satin micas contained
in it allow it to be smooth
on the skin and easy to
apply, but resistant at the
same time. Light and soft
to the touch, it enhances
and sculpts the facial
features by illuminating
the cheeks.

BLC-105

BLC-106

Special impalpable powders
based on finely micronized
pigments, ensure excellent
color yield and modulation.
The oils contained in it
protect and keep the skin
soft while Vitamin E protects
against free radical damage.

FACE powder

€ 8,99

Puff
Powder

HU-PUFF-01

HU-PUFF-02

FACE highlighter

€ 16,99

Pure Shine Baked
Highlighter
This product with a soft
texture, blends easily and
gives glows of light to the
face.

PSBH-01

The formula based on
vitamins, sunscreens and
ultra-reflective pearls mean
that the product creates a
long-lasting luminous film

PSBH-02

PSBH-03

with a single pass,
making it an optimal
product for enhancing
the tan.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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FACE

Velvet compact powder / 7 gr

18,99

Velvet Compact Powder
A product with a velvety
touch that ensures a
natural and luminous
complexion to the face,
making the complexion
perfectly even, hiding all
kinds of imperfections. The
pigments contained in it

VPC-103

VPC-105

VPC-106

combined with
micronized talcs allow
greater adherence to the
skin and therefore
greater hold, while the
reflective micas give
brightness to the face.

VPC-107

The impalpable and light
texture is extremely
pleasant to the touch and
makes application easier
and longer lasting. A
practical and useful
product for daily
retouching that ensures an
immediate result.

€ 10,99

Perfection Concealer Stick
Naturally naked
It is an easily blendable and
simple to apply product,
perfect for hiding dark circles
and bags under the eyes
thanks to its particular
adherent texture. It is a
product that can be
considered basic as it evens
out the complexion by hiding
imperfections and erasing
discoloration. The vitamins
contained in it make the
formula moisturizing and
pleasant to the touch and its
particular paraben free
formula makes it suitable even
for the most sensitive skin.
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C-01

C-02

C-03

C-04

FACE Palette
BLUSH

€ 25,99
Palette Blush

Multi-purpose pressed colors
with naturally radiant hues.
Shades created to define,
enhance and give a healthy and
fresh look to the face.
The palette contains everything
you need to enhance the face
on any occasion, multi-purpose
blush colors different in color
and finish.

COD. PAL-BLUSH

FACE BLUSH / CONTOURING PALETTE

€ 29,99

Contouring & Highlighting
Face Palette
In cream with applicator and
integrated mirror in eight
shades, ideal for creating a
perfect contouring on every
complexion and perfectly
illuminating the face.
PAL-VIS

FACE CORRECTOR / Palette

€ 25,99

Palette Corrector
Creamy, non-pasty formula,
dries and non-greasy, does not
dry out the skin and sets
perfectly. The vitamins
contained in it make the
formula moisturizing and
pleasant to the touch and its
particular paraben free formula
also makes it suitable for skins.
PAL-COR-COL
N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES / BRUSHES

€ 21,99
BLUSH BRUSH
UN10091

The round blush brush,
thanks to its shape, is
particularly suitable for
applying blush on the
cheeks for a “bonne
minne” effect and on
the cheekbones to
enhance them.
For a “bonne minne”
effect, apply, smiling
and highlighting the
cheeks, on the cheeks in
the center of the face
and blend towards the
temples making circular
movements. To enhance
the cheekbones, apply
from the cheeks to the
temples and vice versa.
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€ 21,99
KABUKI

€ 21,99

BLUSH BRUSH
UN10093

Soft and angled brush to
facilitate the application
of make-up on
cheekbones and small
areas of the face.
Its angled shape allows
you to define the shapes
of the face, spreads and
blurs blushes, bronzers,
highlighters, powders or
any powder product in a
professional way.

UN10090

Kabuki brushes are brushes with
very dense and soft bristles,
mostly characterized by a short
handle that facilitates grip. The
bristles are arranged to form a
cone, with a slightly rounded tip.
It is used to apply a wide variety
of products for the base: you can
apply mineral makeup products
such as mineral foundation, but
also loose powder or face earth.
The kabuki brush should be
dipped in the powder product
(foundation or face powder) and
then moved with circular
movements to spread the
product evenly.

ACCESSORIes brushes

€ 25,99

3pcs oval makeup brush,
small, medium, large
The oval make-up brushes, in
sizes, small, medium and large,
spread the liquid foundation as
if they were velvet, excellent for
a compact and streak-free
result.
The texture is optimal, soft and
gentle on the skin. They don't
even shed a hair!
UNIK-PENN

€ 21,99

EYESHADOW BLEND
BRUSH 298
UN10098

€ 21,99

BRUSH
OBLIQUE EYESHADOW
UN10097

€ 21,99

FLAT EYESHADOW
SMUDGE BRUSH
UN10096

Professional make-up brush,
rounded tip with long and very
soft bristles. Designed to blend
and blend powder eyeshadows
in the most homogeneous and
natural way. Short, compact
bristles with an oblique cut, for
the application of cream
eyeliner, and to obtain a very
precise and subtle line. The
bristles have a conical section
and do not absorb the product
unlike the natural ones.
Exceptional tool to enhance
your beauty by adapting to all
the needs of a professional
make-up.

Soft and dense, to smooth
or blend eyeshadow or
emollient-based products.
With a tapered, rounded
shape with regular,
compact, fine fibers. It can
be used to build intense
color on the eyelid.

€ 21,99
LIP BRUSH

UN10095

The lip brush allows you to
blend the lip liner, lipstick or
gloss perfectly with
maximum precision. Finally
a "state of the art" make-up.
The tapered shape allows
perfect application even in
the most difficult areas.

Easy to use brush with
exceptional yield thanks to high
quality synthetic fibers. The
smudge applicator brush,
thanks to its padded tip, is
perfect for spreading the
eyeshadow over the entire
eyelid and arch and for blending
the ends to perfection.

€ 21,99

EYESHADOW DETAIL
BRUSH
UN10099

Eyeshadow detail brush
is a small and thick
eyeshadow
brush,
Perfect for eye makeup.
The ideal tool
to accentuate the eyes
with refined details and
sophisticated shades, this
brush is an excellent
choice for working the
eyeshadow in the inner
corners of the eyes and
for highlighting the
reflections of the eyes.

N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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ACCESSORIes Cocoa butter

€ 9,99

€9,99

PROPOLIS
Cocoa butter
4,5 g

LIP SCRUB
4,5 g
UNIKA-SRB

UNIKA-BRCA

ACCESSORIES Primer / fiXATIVE

€ 18,30

PRIMER CORRECTIVE
PERFECT FACE
21PRSI000

Mattifying and smoothing
face base, ideal for
combination to oily skin
that tends to become shiny
during the day. It improves
the application and hold of
the foundation.
The transparent texture is
easily absorbed and gives
the complexion a smooth
matte appearance that lasts
for a long time.
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€19,99
MAKEUP SPRAY FIXATOR

FIXER

Its formula with instant
evaporation cosmetic
alcohol allows an extreme
fixing of the make-up,
without altering it.
Imperceptible and non-sticky,
the makeup fixer is gentle on
the face.
The presence of aloe vera
soothes the skin as well as
having anti-aging properties.

ACCESSORIES HANDS/PEDICURE
€ 7,32

DOUBLE POINT
SCISSORS
Professional
R32040

€ 8,05

€ 8,05

€ 8,05

CUTTERS FOR
TOENAILS
Professional

SKIN
SCISSORS
Professional

SCISSORS
Professional
R32067

R37090

R32083

€ 8,05
CUTTERS
Professional
37010

€ 6,59

€ 6,59

SILICONE
SPONGE
APPLICATOR
Professional

RSS

€ 5,85

EYEBROW
TWEEZERS
Professional

SPONGE
APPLICATOR
Professional

R31360
R63250

R61070

€ 5,12

SPONGE
APPLICATOR
Professional
Quality
SmoothSoft
Value
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R60200

€ 5,12

R60120

PUFF FOR POWDER
Professional

€ 8,78

COD. 104

FOLDER
Professional

€ 5,12

R36000

SOFT&SMOOTH
SPONGE
APPLICATOR

€ 6,59
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CREDO
Professional
R44130

€ 6,59

FOOT FILE

Professional
R43006

€ 6,59

€ 6,59
Spatula for
calluses
Professional
RDROSA

Spatula for
hands
Professional
R43010

€ 6,59

€ 6,59

WHITE
SPATULA
FOR
CALLUSES
Professional

NATURAL SPONGE
Professional Quality,
Clean Esfoliante,
Balance, Soft

R44040
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N.B.the images of the products are purely indicative and may vary according to the availability of the packaging.
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